
 The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no 
means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS(S)    																									  □ 1ST       □ 2ND      x 3RD    □ 4TH  Quarter of  2018 
             (call(s))                       (Year)               
ISSUE DESCRIPTION:   PROGRAM SEGMENT: DATE/TIME:    DURATION:  DISCUSSION IN SEGMENT:                
Example:  New beach alert program  Peggy's 7:00AM Newscast        6/12/15              :45                  Mayor McClair urges council to pass law                 
 
1.      Columbia sailing cancelled                           7am, 8am, noon                            7-2-18                            1:45                        another mechanical failure in the state ferry system                             

 
2.    teaching latin to prisoners                              7am, 8am, noon                            7-9-18                             4:00                                  narrative on learning at any/all levels                                         

 
3.    chum season a mixed bag                        7,8,noon                         7-13 -18                           4:47              low salmon numbers                                
 
4.  hazy skies are from Siberian smoke              7,8,noon                                       7-23-18                            3:00                                     southeast skies clear but hazy                                         
   
5.   Alaska native teens release hip-hop video          8,noon                           7-31-18                            3:50                    health conscious native grant                                              

 
6.  grant money for local health programs      7,8,mid           8-9-18   3:10   $50,000 awarded for local programs  
 
7.   Telegraph Creek B.C fire                                                      7,8,noon,eve                               8-8-18                               2:10                                 in nearby Canadian town of Telegraph Creek.                           
 
7. Petersburg Police Reality Show      7,8,noon                                     8-20-18                             2:40                             does the community approve reality show or not 
 
8.     city is monitoring dams                                   7,8,noon                                     8-29-18                            1:45                     engineers question stability in the event of earthquake 

 
9.     local coho derby closes      7,8,noon                                       9-05-18                            2:13                            winner is Mackie Ward                                                            

  
10.   suicide prevention day     7,8,noon                                       9-10-18                            1:53                 local resident tells personal story to high school audience 

 
12.    possible new hospital design unveiled              7,8,mid                        9-19-18  2:50     SEARHC design plan if allowed to move forward  
 
 
 
This form, produced by the staff of K.J. Benner & Associates & E.S. Sutton & Associates, is a good faith effort to simplify FCC Regulator Public File Compliance for the American 
Radio/Television Broadcasting Industry.  Comments and suggestions are appreciated:  E.S. Sutton, Jr., 3523 W. Shangri-La, Phoenix, Az. 85029-4049 – Tel. 602-595-2871, E-mail: 
essuttonjr@gmail,net 


